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The Q’ntana Trilogy 
The MoonQuest, The StarQuest, The SunQuest 

by award-winning author Mark David Gerson

“Masterful storytelling. Leaves you turning every single page, hungry for more!” 
David Michael author of The United Series 

“An intriguing and exhilarating magical tale.” 
Dan Stone, author of Ice on Fire 

“An exceptional, timeless novel.”  
Mindquest Review of Books 

“An evocative and emotionally moving tale.”  
Midwest Book Review

Six 
Literary 
Awards!

3 Epic 
Motion 

Pictures!

Soon to be
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The Q’ntana Trilogy 
The MoonQuest, The StarQuest, The SunQuest 

by award-winning author Mark David Gerson

Turning his back on king and family, a reluctant 
Toshar must embark on a perilous, uncharted journey 
to restore hope to a savaged land and light to its 
darkened moon. 

When Q’ntana’s first Elderbard dies, he cannot 
know that he will be called back from the stars 
centuries later to challenge the fallen Dreamwalker 
whose nightmarish evil has terrorized the land for 
generations. As the two bitter rivals face off in a 
battle of wits and will that only one can survive, 
whose vision will triumph?

Travel back in time to the Q'ntana before The 
MoonQuest. Here, despite the yoke of a ruthless 

brutality, a legend will not die...of the Heart of the 
Star and of the Fair One who will rekindle it to 

return peace to the land. 
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Free MoonQuest Reader’s Guide: http://bit.ly/MoonQuestGuide
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BOOK MARK DAVID GERSON NOW FOR MORE INSPIRATION! 
bookings@markavidgerson.com • (424) 234-6341

Inspiration from The Q’ntana Trilogy 
by award-winning author Mark David Gerson
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MARK DAVID GERSON is the award-winning 
author of more than a dozen books, including 
popular titles for writers, compelling memoirs 
and The Q’ntana Trilogy, which is on its way to 
theaters as a trio of epic fantasy films based on 
his screenplays.  

The Q’ntana Trilogy was born during a 1994 
writing workshop that Gerson was facilitating in 
Toronto. “I rarely write while I’m teaching,” 
Gerson explains, “but that evening, a little voice 
— the voice of my Muse, I suppose — urged me 
to do the exercise I had just given my students.”  

The resulting vignette, about an odd-looking man atop an even odder-looking coach pulled by 
two oddly colored horses, would become the opening scene of a fantasy tale he knew nothing 
about and had never planned to write.  

“Some time after I finished that first draft,” he continues, “I sensed that two more books would 
follow what was now The MoonQuest and would be titled The StarQuest and The SunQuest. But 
I had no clearer idea of how those stories would unfold than I’d had of The MoonQuest’s.”  

If Gerson completed the first draft of The MoonQuest in less than a year, The StarQuest stymied 
him for more than a decade. It would take 11 years and two false starts before he managed to 
complete its first draft. The SunQuest, by contrast, spilled out of him in a record three weeks.  

When The MoonQuest was released in 2007, Gerson was often asked whether he had written it as a 
metaphor for the then political situation in the U.S. “I wish I could claim to be that prescient,” he laughs. 
“I simply told the story that urged itself through me.”  

Gerson was, in fact, prescient: Readers around the world continue to 
find echoes of their own national situation in Q’ntana’s dystopian world, 
a world where dreams, vision and storytelling are outlawed and where 
dreamers, visionaries and storytellers have been exiled or put to death. 

The MoonQuest, The StarQuest and The SunQuest also speak to many 
at an intensely personal level, reminding us of the power of giving 
voice to our stories and of the danger of giving in to fear. In fact, for 
Gerson, who had been creatively blocked for decades, The 
MoonQuest, his first novel, would mark his own creative awakening. 

More than an author, playwright and screenwriter, Mark David Gerson is 
also known as “The Birthing Your Book Guru.” Through his talks, 
workshops and one-on-one coaching, he inspires writers and non-writers 
alike to access their innate creativity and get their stories onto the page 
with ease, a journey launched for him in many ways by The MoonQuest.

BOOK MARK DAVID GERSON NOW FOR MORE INSPIRING STORIES! 
bookings@markavidgerson.com • (424) 234-6341

MARK DAVID GERSON & THE Q’NTANA TRILOGY

www.markdavidgerson.com
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BOOK MARK DAVID GERSON NOW FOR MORE BEHIND-THE-SCENES STORIES! 
bookings@markavidgerson.com • (424) 234-6341

• My inspiration for The MoonQuest was a tarot card — 
“The Chariot” from Courtney Davis’s Celtic Tarot deck — 
drawn as part of a Toronto writing workshop I was 
facilitating in 1994.  

• I moved to Nova Scotia in late 1994, where I wrote 
most of the first two drafts of The MoonQuest — 
longhand. 

• I didn’t know The MoonQuest’s title until about a third 
of the way through my first draft. 

•  I had never written (or attempted) a novel until The MoonQuest, nor had I ever attempted a 
screenplay until I adapted The MoonQuest for the screen. 

• I might never have had the guts to write that first draft of The MoonQuest had I known I was 
penning a metaphor for my own creative journey. 

• I never plan, plot or outline any of my books. With all three Q’ntana novels, I only discovered the 
stories as I wrote them, sometimes not knowing from one sentence to the next what was about 
to happen! For example, no one was more surprised than I by the ending of The StarQuest. 

• Certain key elements of The MoonQuest only made sense to me when I wrote The SunQuest 
more than a decade later. 

• It took me 11 years to write a first draft of The StarQuest, but I wrote the first draft of The 
SunQuest in three weeks, as part of NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing Month). 

• I wrote The MoonQuest screenplay from a polished, nearly final draft of the novel; I wrote The 
StarQuest screenplay from a rambling, chaotic first draft of the novel. I wrote The SunQuest 
first as a screenplay. 

• When I was writing The MoonQuest screenplay, I couldn’t find a book on screenwriting that 
wasn’t focused on rules and structure. In the end, I wrote my own: Organic Screenwriting: 
Writing for Film, Naturally. 

• The worlds of The MoonQuest and The SunQuest have two suns; the world of The StarQuest, 
only one — even though it’s the same world!  

• The k’nra, a racoon-like creature that appears in all three stories, was inspired by a real-life, 
orphaned baby racoon, which sat on my lap while I worked on the second draft of The 
MoonQuest. 

• I adapted an emotional meltdown I experienced while hiking in Nova Scotia’s Blomidon 
Provincial Park and gave it to Toshar, the main character in The MoonQuest. 

• A tidal marsh near my second Nova Scotia home inspired The MoonQuest’s deadly, fetid swamp. 

• The Q’ntana film project was born during an Albuquerque book signing for The MoonQuest, 
when the CEO of Anvil Springs Entertainment bought a copy of the book.

Trivia from The Q’ntana Trilogy
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 The Q’ntana Trilogy on Video

The MoonQuest: Book Trailer 
https://youtu.be/oAAojM_PyrA
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Mark David Gerson Reads from 
The MoonQuest 

https://youtu.be/YmS5xiVPXXQ

Mark David Gerson Reads 
from The StarQuest 
https://youtu.be/yvcjmkN1UhA

Mark David Gerson Reads 
from The SunQuest 

https://youtu.be/EOjuJRknsAA

FOLLOW ANVIL SPRINGS ENTERTAINMENT’S 
Q’NTANA TRILOGY FILMS 
www.anvilspringsentertainment.com/qntana-
trilogy
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INSPIRING/MOTIVATIONAL 
SPEAKER  

• For your group or organization 

• For your association, corporate or 
community event  

• For your expo, conference, convention 

• For your book club or reading group  

FEATURED GUEST/EXPERT  
• On your radio show 

• On your TV broadcast  

• On your webcast 

• On your webinar 

FEATURED OR SOLO 
PRESENTER  

• For retreats, workshops, webinars, 
courses, seminars

BOOK MARK DAVID GERSON NOW

BOOK MARK DAVID GERSON NOW!  
bookings@markavidgerson.com • (424) 234-6341

Need More Information, Background 
or Photos? A Shorter Bio? 

Looking for a Custom Presentation 
for Your Group, Audience or Event? 

Seeking a Coach or Editorial 
Consultant for Your Writing Project? 

bookings@markdavidgerson.com 
(424) 234-6341 

www.markdavidgerson.com Surpassed my wildest expectations! 
– Patricia MacInnes, Toronto
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